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EDITOR'S REPORT 

 
 

 The scale of the crisis which the COVID-19 led to is 

unparalleled and in such a scenario, solutions are 

unlikely to come from past experiences or best 

practices. The NGOs, given their deep connect with 

sectorial issues were better placed to understand the 

pulse at the grassroots and engage closely with 

communities. Vanik Council and member organizations 

have been playing a vital role in assisting and 

contributing to the response efforts. 

Our members had adapted to new ways of 

communicating and keep in touch with those affected 

in various ways while continuing regular programs on 

line for various religious and cultural activities. 

The government has recognised the enormous 

contributions made by different communities.  

Navnat Centre was used as Vaccination Centre with 

over 80,000 doses administered at the centre. Gurjar 

Hindu Union Crawley have been awarded Queen’s 

award for Voluntary Services 2021. Our heartiest 

congratulations to GHU for this achievement.  
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C 

 
 

Calm The Mind By Curtailing Its Fluctuations 
 

 

The rapid spread of the Covid-19 pandemic has deeply impacted the psychology of people, 
generating fear, anxiety and depression -- so much so that many of the elderly are suffering from 
insomnia and have developed suicidal tendencies. There is, therefore, an urgent need to understand 
the real nature of the mind to be able to get rid of these tendencies.   

 
Swami Muktananda explains that the restlessness and anxiety that we experience are not due to 
external forces; rather these occur because we are unable to handle the incessant flow of thoughts. 
The basis of all the functions of the mind is the process of cognition and thought. A close observation 
of the mind will reveal that it is nothing but a bundle of thoughts that keep flowing on a constant 
basis.    

 
It is a matter of common experience that the moment we close our eyes to get some sleep, we 
become aware of the endless flow of thoughts and images going through our minds. The mind 
constantly casts up dreams and fantasies, creating its own world and destroying it. We often find it 
extremely difficult to disengage ourselves from the torrential flow of thoughts; as a consequence, 
we begin to suffer from anxiety and insomnia.   

 
Patanjali, therefore, recommends that through the scientific practice of yoga and meditation, we 
should endeavour to suppress the fluctuations of the mind --‘Chitta vritti nirodah’. Chitta is the 
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mind-stuff, and vrittis are the waves and ripples rising in it when external causes impinge on it. 
These vrittis are our universe. The bottom of a lake is not visible because its surface is covered 
with ripples. It is only possible for us to have a glimpse of the bottom when the ripples have 
subsided, and the water is calm. If the water is muddy or is agitated all the time, the bottom will not 
be visible. If it is clear, and there are no waves, the bottom becomes visible. The bottom of the 
lake is our own true Self; the lake is the chitta and the waves the vrittis. 
Patanjali refers to five types of vrittis, fluctuations, of the mind: pramana, right knowledge; 
viparyana, misconception; vikalpa, imagination; nidra, sleep; and smriti, memory. Among these, 
viparyana and vikalpa vrittis are the ones that destroy our equanimity and make us suffer 
endlessly. 

 
Viparyana is the misconception of something. This vritti, for example, can make a healthy person 
think that he has been afflicted by a serious disease and that he will not survive.  He thus 
becomes agitated and is unable to sleep. In Vedanta, viparyana is explained by the analogy of a 
person who sees a rope and screams in fear mistaking it for a snake. 
Vikalpa, which means imagination, is a vritti that supports wrong knowledge. For example, when a 
person walking down a road at night comes across a pillar and gets terrified imagining it to be a 
ghost. 

 
So, we are tortured not by the mind but by its vrittis. All afflictions are created by these 
fluctuations. As long as they do not become quiet, we do everything according to our mental 
tendencies. This is why we experience anxiety and suffer from insomnia. 
 
  
Anup Taneja – Speaking Tree 
 
 
 
 
 

Please note Vanik Council has moved its office to the following address: 
 
Vanik Council UK 
C/O Jain Centre 
Flight Way Resources Centre 
The Concourse 
London 
NW9 5UX 
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Communication and Social Media 

(Part One) 

Why Social Media for Vanik Council UK  

Vanik Council is currently engaged in a major change in which it will engage and connect with the 
community embracing the latest technologies. However, when people are requested to make a change, 
they often shy away from the subject and stick to what they know best. This is a natural human 
reaction.  

However, over the years we have also embraced new technologies as we moved from pencil to pen, 
typewriter to keyboard, PCs to Laptops, iPads and Tablets, Landline phones to Mobile Phones, Live 
meetings to virtual meetings (Zoom), and so on. So, we should not shy away from the changes that 
future technologies impose upon us.  

Vanik Council UK fully recognises this and has taken the step forward to embrace Social Media as an 
additional tool in its weaponry to communicate with the Community at large.  

Bhupen Vasa, our Webmaster, has compiled the following article in two parts. The first part is an 
attempt to explain what is Social Media. The second part will be published in the next issue of Vanik 
Voice and it will discuss how Vanik Council UK will embrace Social Media to engage and connect with 
the community.  

What Is Social Media?  

Rather than define the term using a bunch of boring jargon that would probably only complicate 
things further, perhaps the best way to get a clearer understanding of it is to break it down into 
simpler terms. To start, let's look at each word individually:  

The 'social' part: refers to interacting with other people by sharing information with them and 
receiving information from them.  

The 'media' part: refers to an instrument of communication, like the internet (while TV, radio, and 
newspapers are examples of more traditional forms of media).  

From these two separate terms, we can pull a basic definition together:  

Social media are web-based communication tools that enable people to interact with each other by 
sharing and consuming information.  

Yes, it's a broad definition—just to keep it simple.  
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Common Social Media Features  

The following list of common features is often dead giveaways of a social media site. If you're 
questioning whether a particular site could be classified as social or not, try looking for at least one of 
these features.  

Personal user accounts: If a site allows visitors to create their own accounts that they can log into, 
then that's a good first sign it might be used for some kind of user-based interaction — perhaps social 
interaction. Although it's possible to share information or interact with others online anonymously, 
having to create some kind of user account first is more of a common, standard thing.  

Profile pages: Since social media is all about communication, a profile page is often necessary to help 
represent an individual and give them a space to create their own personal brand. It often includes 
information about the individual user, like a profile photo, bio, website, feed of recent posts, 
recommendations, recent activity and more.  

Friends, followers, groups, hashtags and so on: Individuals use their accounts to connect with other  

users. They can also use them to subscribe to certain forms of information.  

Newsfeeds: When users connect with other users on social media, they're basically saying, "I want to 
get information from these people." That information is updated for them in real-time via their news 
feed.  

Personalization: Social media sites usually give users the flexibility to configure their user settings, 
customize their profiles to look a specific way, organize their friends or followers, manage the 
information they see in their news feeds and even give feedback on what they do or don't want to see.  

Notifications: Any site or app that notifies users about specific information is definitely playing the 
social media game. Users have total control over these notifications and can choose to receive the 
types of notifications that they want.  

Information updating, saving or posting: If a site or an app allows you to post absolutely anything, 
with or without a user account, then it's social! It could be a simple text-based message, a photo 
upload, a YouTube video, a link to an article or anything else.  

Like buttons and comment sections: Two of the most common ways we interact on social media are 
via buttons that represent a 'like' plus comment sections where we can share our thoughts.  

Review, rating or voting systems: Besides liking and commenting, lots of social media sites and apps 
rely on the collective effort of the community to review, rate and vote on information that they know 
about or have used. Think of your favourite shopping sites or movie review sites that use this social 
media feature.  
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What's the Difference Between social media and Social Networking?  

As mentioned earlier, a lot of people use the terms social media and social networking 
interchangeably as if they mean the exact same thing. Although the difference is subtle, they're not the 
same. Social networking is really a subcategory of social media. The easiest way to understand the 
difference between social media and social networking is by thinking about the terms media and 
networking separately. Media refers to the information you're actually sharing — whether it's a link 
to an article, a video, an animated GIF, a PDF document, a simple status update or anything else.  

Networking, on the other hand, has to do with who your audience is and the relationships you have 
with them. Your network can include people like friends, relatives, colleagues, anyone from your past, 
current customers, mentors, and even complete strangers. They certainly overlap, which is why it gets 
confusing. For example, you can share media with your social network to gather likes and comments 
— a form of social networking. But you can also just upload a link on Instagram, which is a social 
media  platform, to help out the community and give your say in the matter without any intention of 
building relationships with other users.  

Still confused? Try to think of social media like fruit. Apples, bananas, oranges, grapes, berries, melons 
and pineapples are all part of the broader fruit category the same way that social networking, social 
news, social bookmarking, wikis, blogs and private web messaging are part of the broader social 
media category.  

Are Traditional Media Also social media?  

Traditional media was mentioned earlier on in this article just to demonstrate broader examples of 
media, but don't be fooled into thinking that TV, radio, and newspapers are a part of social media. At 
least not quite yet entirely. The line drawn between the two is slowly thinning as each continues to 
evolve. Social media doesn't just give you information but interacts with you while giving you that 
information. This interaction can be as simple as asking for your comments or letting you vote on an 
article, or it can be as complex as Flixster recommending movies to you based on the ratings of other 
people with similar interests. Think of regular media as a one-way street where you can read a 
newspaper or listen to a report on television, but you have very limited ability to give your thoughts 
on the matter. Social media, on the other hand, is a two-way street that gives you the ability to 
communicate too.  

Are Blogs a Part of social media?  

Copyblogger published an interesting article several years ago, making the argument that blogs are 
indeed social media, despite the fact that people tend to put them in a category all on their own these 
days. In fact, blogs are one of the oldest forms of social media that dominated the web long before we 
were friending and following everyone on social networks. The key features that make blogs part of 
social media are their user accounts, comment sections, and blog networks. Tumblr, Medium, 
WordPress, and Blogger are just a few examples of big blog platforms that have very active 
community blog networks.  
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What are some of the known issues with social media?  
Social media isn't all just fun and games with your friends, celebrities you admire, and brands you 
follow. There are lots of common problems that most major social media platforms haven't totally 
solved, despite their effort to do so.  

Spam: Social Media makes it easy for spammers—both real people and bots—to bombard other 
people with content. If you have a Twitter account, you've probably experienced a few spambot 
follows or interactions. Likewise, if you run a WordPress blog, you may have gotten a spam comment 
or two caught by your spam filter.  

Cyberbullying/Cyberstalking: Children and teenagers are especially susceptible to cyberbullying 
because they take more risks when it comes to posting on social media. And now that we all interact 
on social media via our mobile devices, most major platforms make it possible to share our locations, 
opening up the doors for cyberstalkers to target us.  

Self-image manipulation: What a user posts about themselves on social media only represents a small 
portion of their life. While followers may see someone who's happy and living it up via their posts on 
social media in such a way that makes them feel boring or inadequate by comparison, the truth is that 
users have the power to completely control what parts they do and don't want to broadcast on social 
media to manipulate their own self-image.  

Information overload: It's not unusual to have over 200 Facebook friends or follow over 1,000 Twitter 
accounts. With so many accounts to follow and so many people posting new content, it's almost 
impossible to keep up.  

Fake news: Fake news websites promote links to their own totally false news stories on social media 
in order to drive traffic to them. Many users have no idea that they're fake in the first place.  

Privacy/Security: Many social media platforms still get hacked from time to time despite having good 
security measures in place. Some also don't offer all the privacy options that users need to keep their 
information as private as they want them to be.  

What does the future hold for Social Media?  
It's difficult to predict anything exactly, but if one thing can be said about the future of social media, it 
will probably be more personalized and less noisy. Over-sharing will be less of a problem and filtering 
out irrelevant information will become a stronger trend. Big social networks like Instagram and 
Facebook have its stories feature, integrating nearly identical features into their own platforms so 
users have the opportunity to share quick photos or short videos that are only available to view for 24 
hours. If anything, social media is probably about to move more toward ephemeral sharing for 
quicker, more intimate sharing without the stress of having to blast something out to hundreds or 
thousands of followers that stays up there unless it's manually deleted. The pressure of garnering tons 
of likes and comments on regular social media posts also plays a huge factor, suggesting that more 
casual forms of social sharing, such as through stories, could be the social media way of the future.  
 
Now that you have understood what Social Media is, let’s discuss how we will use this to our advantage, in the 
next issue of Vanik voice.  
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What Brings Our Inner Soul To Life? 
Some people define life’s goals in terms of material achievements, while others would say they want 
happiness. Probe those seeking happiness on what they mean by happiness and they, too, would list out 
things they want. The state of achieving those things, for the latter, is happiness. 

In both cases, happiness is mistaken for pleasure. Pleasure is achieved with substances. Happiness is about 
how much we enjoy what we have. This ‘what we have’ goes beyond material possessions. Material 
possessions could be a hindrance in achieving true happiness, because the process of acquiring them ties us 
to a rat race of possessing more and better than others. This leads to making us eternally dissatisfied. 

Happiness is not stored out somewhere, it is within us. Finding that which is in us is often more difficult 
than that which is outside. The pursuit of happiness doesn’t bring happiness. Because pursuing something 
does not guarantee the satisfaction of a desire. Moreover, life is not all about happiness. Life has sorrow, 
sadness and sufferings, too. We go through alternate cycles of happiness and sorrow. 

Contentment stems from taking both happiness and sorrow in the same stride. How to remain unperturbed 
through happy and sad phases? The answer lies in acceptance and embracing life. 

We must accept life in its entirety. Only then we would have lived completely, soulfully and happily. We 
will never be ready for life’s challenges if we focus only on providing ourselves with all material 
possessions. This would turn us into pampered individuals unprepared for life. 

We are born and we die. We can perceive this as two distinct incidences of happiness and sadness or we 
could see them as two occurrences that define life -- both important and unalterable realities. We may lose 
all that we have except ourselves. 

Trying to make any state perpetual is akin to disturbing the true balance of ephemeral nature. We tend to 
fear new challenges, roles, responsibilities and new relationships thinking that they would disturb our state 
of happiness and bring sorrow our way. This again happens because we see happiness as an external 
existence subject to external factors. 

So what if we fail? Success would mean nothing if there were no failures. How can one see the light if there 
is no shadow? The same applies to happiness. Happiness wouldn’t be so alluring if we were to always stay 
happy. Success stories that have had failures in the backdrop are more inspiring. 

When we go out looking for happiness, we find pleasure. There is an inherent contradiction between the 
pursuit of pleasure and civil values. This becomes even more dangerous when we let ourselves believe that 
pleasure is the goal of life. The search for pleasure more often than not is a source of immoral indulgences 
and sadistic, too. It can find its source in the misfortune of others. Pleasure is an individualistic endeavor and 
concerns our physical sensations. Happiness is collective and experienced in social groups. It stimulates our 
inner being. The acceptance of happiness and sorrow as part of life stimulates our soul. That is what brings 
our inner soul to life. 

Bhupender Yadav 
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MAHAVIR JANMA KALYANAK REPORT 
ORGANISED BY  

SOUTH EAST JAIN ASSOCIATION- CRAWLEY 
 
 
South East Jain Association  had event  On 25/4/21. We 
have   organised  virtual celebration of *Mahavir Janma Kalynak*  The 
event participation by SEJA members.  20 members of our community 
came together and gave different forms of presentations of  Our Lord 
Mahavir Bhagwan Jivan occasion,  such as His mother's 14 sapna 
symbols,  His inspiration for Jivdaya,, tapasya in story and stavans 
including our sweet young children  excited to participate in this events. 
After celebration  20 family  labharthi took  part in Aarti & Mangal Divo . 
The whole event atmosphere went  very well.  The members were very 
excited  & enjoy celebration of  Lord Mahavir swami Janma kalynak day .  
 
Special Thank you to following persons. 
(1)Bhupenbhai Vasa ( Vanik council) for providing  the Zoom system.  
(2) Jigneshbhai Gadhvi for controlling Zoom System.  
(3) Hamirbhai Gadhvi for co- hosting the event 
(4) Bhavna Parekh for hosting the event  
(5) Vijaybhai Sheth for performing Aarti & Mangal divo. 
(6) Dilipbhai shah & family for providing Prabhvna. 
Jainam Jayanti Shashanam  
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NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION 
REPORT FROM JASWANT DOSHI- SECRETARY 

 

Dining Hall extension at Navnat Centre 
 
In 2012, 8 years ago we had a major survey done by the Navnat - Think Tank, asking the 
community of what their priority would be for Navnat's development. 
 
It turned out that the most important item was to extend our dining hall. 
 
A process was started sometime in 2015/16 with a feasibility study and initial talks with the council 
and an architect. Plans were prepared, but unfortunately the dining hall did not get priority. The 
new committee took it by the horns and In July 2020, as per BOA's suggestion and as part of due 
diligence, we carried out another survey by an electronic vote asking people if they wanted a 
bigger Dining hall or not.  
Out of appx 2250 letters that were sent out, we had 902 responses, of which 828 were in favour-
being 92%.  
 
We did further due diligence, and appointed a project manager and pursued the project in earnest 
by forming a BP2020 Building Committee to oversee and discuss the finer requirements 
and plans. Having obtained planning permission, It was put out to tender, 6 out of 7 well known 
contractors bid for the works. The project manager shortlisted two contractors, who were called in 
to present their works and answer questions.  Their existing works were inspected by some of our 
EC members, and we finally awarded the contract to Crossvilles Ltd. 
 
Works were delayed due to many teething problems and also covid. However eventually the works 
started on the 23rd of March, and we are pleased to say that the progress has been  
absolutely fantastic. We have regular site meetings and also Teams meetings online, with all 
concerned reporting. As you can see from the pictures, despite a late and difficult period  
start, the contractors have excelled at their work and hopefully will deliver the completed building 
by the end of November 2021. 
 
The area of the new Dining Hall is 360sq M ,Plus a large outside terrace overlooking the fields. 
(Our current dining hall is 190 sq M) We have also done a side extension, which extends from the 
old library, right next to the Mandir, leaving one meters gap as required by planners. This includes 
a warmup kitchen , a cloakroom and a disabled washroom, plus storage facilities.The library and 
the computer room are being relocated next to the Mandir. This side extension will have a green 
roof which is environmentally friendly  
 
Our heartiest congratulations to the Fund Raising Committee, chaired by Ketanbhai Mehta, who 
have all worked extremely hard.  
 
Donations are still welcome and greatly appreciated. As the saying goes "Navnat Na Naseeb Mota 
Che" 
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Our sincere thanks to all the donors who have made it this possible, and for their continued 
support.  
 
We certainly hope to welcome you all in the new Dining hall in the near future (hopefully 
November 21) when we are back to normal and fully open. 
 
Last but not least I would like to take this opportunity to thank the BP2020 Building Committee and 
all the EC members who helped in making this project a success. 
 
Please find photos of the Bhoomi Pujan that was done on the 30th of March, with limited number 
of people due to strict Covid restrictions. 
 
Also, the photos of building works which have progressed very well and we now have the roof 
almoct complete. 
 
We are also going to hold a SHILA PUJAN ceremony on the 1st of July and again with restricted 
numbers and will send you photos later. 
 

Other activities 
 
You will be glad to know that after almost 15 years we are going to use our grounds for Sports. A 
proper Cricket square has been prepared,and we have purchased a Flex Pitch which is ideal for 
playing. We have a practice net and Astro turf in place.  
 
LAUNCH OF CHILDRENS CRICKET - ALL STARS - 5-8 Yr old & DYANMOS  -8-11 Yr olds - 
both boys and girls  
NVA launched ALL STARS AND DYNAMOS CRICKET last Sunday the 20th June, for the 
youngsters with the Help and full support of the English Cricket Board. A total of 45 children 
attended, and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. They were given fruit juice and snacks at the end  
It's an 8 weeks introduction to Cricket course for which we have 7 Activators fully trained. 
 
We are creating a Ladies team, a Youth Team, and an Adults team so that we can play every 
sunday.  
 
all enquires to :- jaswant.doshi@navnat.com  -  (M) 078773728 
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MATRIMONIAL REGISTER 
 
Vanik Council (UK) have a professional, anonymous structure in place to help prospective 
candidates of our community to meet their soul mate. The matrimonial register is 
administered by Mr. Jayman Mehta on behalf of Vanik Council.  
 
The List of candidates can be viewed at https://ncva.co.uk/matrimonial-register. 
 
Online registration can be done by prospective candidates and once registration is 
confirmed, the candidate can contact Mr. Jayman Mehta by email to get contact details of 
up to four candidates.  
 
Please contact  
Mr. Jayman Mehta- Matrimonial Register Co-ordinator  
Phone: Landline 02089072428 Mobile: 07852563974 
E-mail: jayman.mehta@vanikcouncil.uk 
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  SWETAMBAR  & DIGAMBAR JINALAY - 33rd 
DHAJA BADLI  

 
 

🚩 Leicester Dada na derasar par ude re dhaja 
Ude re dhaja...ude re dhaja, ene jovani maja..  

Farake che dhaja, ene jovani maja.. 🚩 

 

Sunday 18th July, 2021 
10:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

 
Due to the  government restrictions in place this year, the Dhaja Badli event will be done at Jain 

Centre with restricted number of devotees and will be live streamed for ALL to join from the safety 
of their homes. 

  
Please light a dipak at home at the same time when the dhaja in both the Jinalay is being 

raised. Remember to take photos of your home celebration and forward them to Ushaben Mehta. 
 

Swetambar Jinalay Dhaja 
 

Snatra Pooja (will NOT be streamed) 
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM  

By Sadharmic Bhakti Labharthi - Late Jaswantiben Bhogilal Mohanlal Shah, Late Dr Nalinkant 
Chokshi & Late Bhartiben Shah Haste Dr Urmilaben Chokshi (Birmingham) & Kumudben Shah 

(Porbandar) 
 

Sattarbhedi Pooja 
10:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

 
Pooja 1 - Sadharmic Bhakti Labharthi family - 4 family members to attend. 

 
Pooja 2 to Pooja 5 by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend. 

 
Pooja 6 to Pooja 9 by Boli (includes Dhaja Aarohan) - Bid to start at £1001 - 6 Labharthi family 

members to attend. 
 

Pooja 10 to Pooja 13 by Boli (includes Abhushan Pooja) - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi 
family members to attend. 

 
Pooja 14 to Pooja 17 by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend. 
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Swetambar Aarti by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend.  
 

Mangal Diwo by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend. 
 

Shrimad Rajchandra Aarti by Boli - Bid to start at £51 - 2 Labharthi family members to attend. 
 

Reciting of Sthanakwasi Manglik by Boli -  Bid to start at £51 - 2 Labharthi family members to 
attend. 

 
Shanti Kalash by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend. 

 

Digambar Jinalay Dhaja 
 
 

🚩 લે ટર દાદા ના દરાસર પર ઉડ ર ધ   

ઉડ ર ધ  ... ઉડ ર ધ , એની જોવાની મઝા.. 
ફરક ર ધ , એની જોવાની મઝા 🚩 

 

Digamber Pooja -  10:30 AM - 2:00 PM 
6 family members to attend. 

 
Digamber Dhaja Aarohan by Boli - Bid to start at £108 - 4 Labharthi family members to attend.  

 
Adinath bhagwan Aarti by Boli - Bid to start at £51 - 2 Labharthi family members to attend. 

 

*** PLEASE NOTE - NO INDIVIDUAL DARSHAN ON THE DAY ***  
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ANNUAL JANMASHTAMI MELA 

 
Sunday 22nd August 2021 from 12.00 noon to 9.00 P.M 

 
If you enjoy food, fashion and fun with family and friends, then you will love the 

Janmashtami Mela! The event has become an essential part of the Navnat calendar 
and this year it is being held on Sunday 22nd August 2021 at our home of Navnat 

Vanik Association on Printing House Lane, Hayes.UB3 1AR. As always, the event is 
free to attend. 

 
Building on the past successes of the Mela, we plan to make it even more exciting and 

enjoyable this year. To keep that promise, the Mela Committee has been working 
harder than ever. We are mindful that this mela will be our first major in-house event 

after the lockdowns and expectations will be high. 
 

As per the normal format of the day, there will be a variety of stalls sellingtasty food 
and exotic drinks – you will be spoilt for choice as no two stalls will be serving the 

same food. (There is already a huge interest in hiring the stalls - they are being 
reserved at a very fast pace; see details below.) 

 
In addition to food, some stalls will be displaying and selling the latest fashion and 

beauty products, jewellery, handbags, arts, and crafts. There will also be educational 
services, solicitor services, travels agents and very many more. 

 
The Kids’ Zone has always been a big hit with children and parents and this year it 

promises to be so once again as there will be even more fun on offer. There will be lots 
of games, rides, face-painting, bouncy castle, our own playground, and lots more. So, 

please bring your children and their friends for a fun day out. 
 

Through the day, there will be dance performances, bhajans, yoga etc. All this entertainment 
will culminate in the evening with Krishna Janam, Nandbhayo, Matki and Raas Lila. 
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For those interested in hiring a stall in the field or the hall, its price is £70 (7x3 feet with 
a table and two chairs; if electricity is required, it is another £10; and an extra table for 
£5), all to be paid in advance. The deadline for applying for a stall is the 9th of August 

2021.To access the application form for stall hire click here: Mela 2021. 
 

For more information please e-mail mela@navnat.com; or call Rameshbhai Shah on 
07742 045 154  

or Bachoobhai Mehta on 07828 693 937 
 

Please note: No alcohol or meat is allowed anywhere on the Navnat centre site. 
 

We look forward to seeing you at the Mela with your family and friends on 22nd 
August. Let us celebrate Janmashtami together! 

The Janmashtami Mela Committee 2021. 
 

 
 


